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Abstract
Learning and planning in partially-observable
domains is one of the most difficult prob-
lems in reinforcement learning. Traditional
methods consider these two problems as in-
dependent, resulting in a classical two-stage
paradigm: first learn the environment dynam-
ics and then plan accordingly. This approach,
however, disconnects the two problems and
can consequently lead to algorithms that are
sample inefficient and time consuming. In
this paper, we propose a novel algorithm that
combines learning and planning together. Our
algorithm is closely related to the spectral
learning algorithm for predicitive state rep-
resentations and offers appealing theoretical
guarantees and time complexity. We empiri-
cally show on two domains that our approach
is more sample and time efficient compared
to classical methods.
1 Introduction
A common assumption in reinforcement learning (RL)
is that the agent has the knowledge of the entire dy-
namics of the environment, including the state space,
transition probabilities, and a reward model. However,
in many real world applications, this assumption may
not always be valid. Instead, the environment is often
partially observable, meaning that the true state of the
system is not completely visible to the agent. This
partial observability can result in numerous difficulties
in terms of learning the dynamics of the environment
and planning to maximize returns.
Partially observable Markov decision Processes
(POMDPs) [29, 8] provide a formal framework for
single-agent planning under a partially observable envi-
ronment. In contrast with MDPs, agents in POMDPs
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do not have direct access to the state space. Instead
of observing the states, agents only have access to ob-
servations and need to operate on the so-called belief
states, which describe the distribution over the state
space given some past trajectory. Therefore, POMDPs
model the dynamics of an RL environment in a latent
variable fashion and explicitly reason about uncertainty
in both action effects and state observability [6]. Plan-
ning under a POMDP has long been considered a dif-
ficult problem [19]. To perform exact planning under
a POMDP, one common approach is to optimize the
value function over all possible belief states. Value
iteration for POMDPs [29] is one particular example
of this approach. However, due to the curse of dimen-
sionality and curse of history [22], this method is often
computationally intractable for most realistic POMDP
planning problems [6].
As an alternative to exact planning, the family of pre-
dictive state representations (PSRs) has attracted many
interests. In fact, PSRs are no weaker than POMDPs in
terms of their representation power [20], and there are
many efficient algorithms to estimate PSRs and their
variants relying on likelihood based algorithms [28, 27]
or spectral learning techniques [6, 13]. However, to
plan with PSRs is not straight-forward. Typically, a
two-stage process is applied to discover the optimal
policy with PSRs: first, a PSR model is learned in an
unsupervised fashion, then a planning method is used
to discover the optimal policy based on the learned
dynamics. Several planning algorithms can be used for
the second stage of this process. For example in [6, 14],
a reward function is estimated with the learned PSRs,
and then combined with point based value iteration
(PBVI) [21] to obtain an approximation of the optimal
policy; in [12], the authors use the fitted-Q method [10]
to iteratively regress Bellman updates on the learned
state representations, thus approximating the action
value function.
However, despite numerous successes, this two-stage
process still suffers from significant drawbacks. To
begin with, the PSRs parameters are learned inde-
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pendently from the reward information, resulting in
a less efficient representation for planning. Secondly,
planning with PSRs often involves multiple stages of
regression, and these extra steps of approximation can
be detrimental for obtaining the optimal policy. Last
but not least, the planning methods for PSRs are often
iterative methods that can be very time consuming.
In this work, we propose an alternative to the tra-
ditional paradigm of planning in partially observable
environments. Inspired by PSRs, our method leverages
the spectral learning algorithm for subspace identifi-
cation, treating the environment as a latent variable
model. However, instead of explicitly learning the dy-
namics of the environment, we learn a function that
is proportional to the action value function, which we
call unnormalized Q function (UQF). In doing so, we
incorporate the reward information into the dynam-
ics in a supervised learning fashion., which unifies the
two stages of the classical learning-planning paradigm
for POMDPs. In some sense, our approach effectively
learns a goal-oriented representation of the environ-
ment. Therefore, in terms of planning, our method
is more sample efficient compared to the two-stage
learning paradigm (for example, PSRs). Our algorithm
relies on the spectral learning algorithm for weighted fi-
nite automata (WFAs), which are an extension of PSRs
that can model not only probability distributions, but
arbitrary real-valued functions. Our method inherits
the benefits of spectral learning: it provides a consis-
tent estimation of the UQF and is computationally
more efficient than EM based methods. Furthermore,
planning with PSR usually requires multiple steps and
often uses iterative planning method, which can be
time consuming. In contrast, our algorithm directly
learns a policy in one step, offering a more time efficient
method. In addition, we also adopt matrix compressed
sensing techniques to extend this approach to complex
domains. This technique has also been used in PSRs
based methods to overcome similar problems [12].
We conduct experiments on partially observable grid
world and S-PocMan environment [12] where we com-
pare our approach with classical PSR based methods.
In both domains, our approach is significantly more
data-efficient than PSR based methods with consider-
ably smaller running time.
2 Background
In this section, we will introduce some basic RL con-
cepts, including partially observable Markov decision
processes (POMDPs), predictive state representations
(PSRs) and their variants as well as the notion of WFAs.
We will also introduce the spectral learning algorithms
for WFAs.
2.1 Partially Observable Markov Decision
Processes (POMDPs)
Markov decision processes have been widely applied
in the field of reinforcement learning. A Markov de-
cision process (MDP) of size k is characterized by a
6-tuple 〈T , r,A,S,µ, γ〉 where T ∈ [0, 1]S×A×S is the
transition probability; µ ∈ [0, 1]S is the initial state
distribution; r ∈ RS is the reward vector over states;
γ ∈ [0, 1) is the discount factor; S is the set of states
and S = {s1, · · · sk} and A is the set of actions. The
goal of an RL task is often to learn a policy that governs
the actions of the agent to maximize the accumulated
discounted rewards (return) in the future. A policy in
an MDP environment is defined as Π ∈ [0, 1]S×A. Π
operates at the state level. At each timestep, the opti-
mal action is selected probabilistically with respect to
Π given the state of the current step. The agent then
move to the next state depending on the corresponding
transition matrix indexed by a and collect potential
rewards from the state.
However, in practice, it is rarely the case that we can
observe the exact state of the agent. For example, in the
game of poker, the player only knows the cards at hands
and this information alone does not determine the exact
state of the game. Partially observable Markov deci-
sion processes (POMDPs) were introduced to model
this type of problems. Under the POMDP setting, the
true state space of the model is hidden from the agent
through partial observability. That is, an observation
ot is obtained probabilistically based on the agent’s cur-
rent state and the observation emission probability. A
partially observable Markov decision process (POMDP)
is characterized by an 8-tuple 〈T ,O, r,A,O, S,µ, γ〉,
where, O is a set of observations and O ∈ RS×A×O
is the observation emission probability and the rest
parameters follow the definitions in MDPs.
As the agent cannot directly observe which state it is
at, one classic problem in POMDP is to compute the
belief state b(h) ∈ RS knowing the past trajectory h.
Formally, given h = a1o1 · · · anon ∈ (A×O)∗, we want
to compute b(h)> = [P(s1|h), · · · ,P(sk|h)]>. This can
be solved with a forward method similar to HMM [18].
Let O˜ao = diag(Os1,a,o,Os2,a,o, · · · ,Osk,a,o), M˜a =
diag(Πs1,a,Πs2,a, · · · ,Πsk,a) and denote Eao =
M˜aT :,a,:O˜ao. It can be shown that b(h)> =
µ>Ea1o1 · · ·Eanon and b(λ) = µ>, where λ denotes
the empty string.
Similarly to the MDP setting, the state-level policy
for POMDPs is defined by Π ∈ [0, 1]S×A, where
Πs,a = P(a|s). However, due to the partial observabil-
ity, the agent’s true state cannot be directly observed.
Nonetheless, any state-level policy implicitly induces
a probabilistic policy over past trajectories, defined
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by Π(a|h) = ∑s∈S P(s|h)Πs,a for each h ∈ (A×O)∗.
Similarly, every state-level policy induces a probabilis-
tic distribution over trajectories. With a slight abuse of
notation, denote the probability of a trajectory h under
the policy Π by PΠ(h). Here, we assume Π is induced
by a state-level policy Π and define PΠ(h) = b(h)>1,
where 1 is an all-one vector. To make clear of the
notations, we will use pi : Σ∗ → A for deterministic
policies in the later sections.
2.2 Predictive state representations
One common approach for modelling the dynamics of
a POMDP is the so-called predictive state represen-
tations (PSRs). A PSR is a model of a dynamical
system in which the current state is represented as
a set of predictions about the future behavior of the
system [20, 27]. This is done by maintaining a set of
action-observation pairs, called tests, and the represen-
tation of the current state is given by the conditional
probabilities of these tests given the past trajectory,
which is referred to as history. Although there are
multiple methods to select a set of tests [28, 16], it has
been shown that with a large action-observation set,
finding these tests can be exponentially difficult [6].
Instead of explicitly finding the tests, transformed pre-
dictive state representations (TPSRs) [24, 6] offer an
alternative. TPSRs implicitly estimate a linear trans-
formation of the PSR via subspace methods. This
approach drastically reduces the complexity of esti-
mating a PSR model and has shown many benefits in
different RL domains [6, 27].
Although this approach is able to obtain a small trans-
formed space of the original PSRs, it still faces scalabil-
ity problems. Typically, one can obtain an estimate of
TPSR by performing truncated SVD on the estimated
system-dynamics matrix [27], which is indexed by his-
tories and tests. The scalability issue arises in complex
domains, which require a large number of histories and
tests to form the system-dynamics matrix. As the time
complexity of SVD is cubic in the number of histories
and tests, the computation time explodes in these types
of environments.
Compressed predictive state representations (CP-
SRs) [13] were introduced to circumvent this issue. The
main idea of this approach is to project the high dimen-
sional system-dynamics matrix onto a much smaller sub-
space spanned by randomly generated bases that sat-
isfy the Johnson-Lindenstrauss (JL) lemma [17]. The
projection matrices corresponding to these bases are re-
ferred to as JL matrices. Intuitively, JL matrices define
a low-dimensional embeddings which approximately
preserves Euclidean distance between the projected
points. More formally, given a matrix H ∈ Rm×n
and JL random projection matrices Φ1 ∈ Rm×d1 and
Φ2 ∈ Rn×d2 , the compressed matrix Hc is computed
by:
Hc = Φ
>
1 HΦ2
where Hc is the compressed matrix. The choice of
random projection matrix is rather empirical and of-
ten depends on the task. Gaussian matrices [4] and
Rademacher matrices [1] are common choices for the
random projection matrices that satisfy JL lemma. Al-
though does not satisfy JL lemma, hashed random
projection have also been shown to preserve certain
kernel-functions and perform extremely well in prac-
tice [33, 25].
2.3 Weighted finite automata (WFAs)
In fact, TPSRs (CPSRs) are a subclass of a wider
family called weighted finite automata (WFAs). More
precisely, TPSRs belong to stochastic weighted finite
automata (SWFAs) [9] in the formal language com-
munity or observable operator models (OOMs) [15] in
control theory. Further connections between SWFAs,
OOMs and TPSRs are shown in [31]. WFAs are
an extension to TPSRs in the sense that, instead
of only computing the probabilities of trajectories,
WFAs can compute functions with arbitrary scalar out-
puts over the given trajectories. Formally, a weighted
finite automaton (WFA) with k states is a tuple
A = 〈α, {Aσ}σ∈Σ,ω,Σ〉, where α,ω ∈ Rk are the
initial and terminal weights; Aσ ∈ Rk×k is the transi-
tion matrix associated with symbol σ from alphabet
Σ. Given a trajectory x = x1x2 · · ·xn ∈ Σ∗, a WFA A
computes a function fA : Σ∗ → R defined by:
fA(x) = α
>Ax1Ax2 · · ·Axnω
We will denote Ax1Ax2 · · ·Axn by Ax in the following
sections for simplicity. For a function f : Σ∗ → R, the
rank of f is defined as the minimal number of states of
a WFA computing f . If f cannot be computed by a
WFA, we let rank(f) =∞. In the context of TPSRs,
we often let Σ = A×O and fA computes the probability
of the trajectory.
2.3.1 Hankel matrix
The learning algorithm of WFAs, relies on the spectral
decomposition of the so-called Hankel matrix. The
Hankel matrix Hf ∈ RΣ∗×Σ∗ associated with a func-
tion f : Σ∗ → R is a bi-infinite matrix with entries
(Hf )u,v = f(uv) for all words u, v ∈ Σ∗. The spectral
learning algorithm for WFA relies on the following fun-
damental relation between the rank of f and the rank
of the Hankel matrix Hf [7, 11]:
Theorem 2.1. For any f : Σ∗ → R, rank(f) =
rank(Hf ).
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In practice, one deals with finite sub-blocks of the
Hankel matrix. Given a basis B = (U ,V) ⊂ Σ∗ ×
Σ∗, where U is a set of prefixes and V is a set of
suffixes, denote the corresponding sub-block of the
Hankel matrix by HB ∈ RU×V . For an arbitrary basis
B = (U ,V), define its p-closure by B′ = (U ′,V), ] where
U ′ = U ∪ UΣ. It turns out that a Hankel matrix over
a p-closed basis can be partitioned into |Σ|+ 1 blocks
of the same size [2]:
H>B′ = [H
>
λ |H>σ1 | · · · |H>σ|Σ| ]
, where λ denotes the empty string and for each σ ∈
Σ∪{λ} the matrix Hσ ∈ RU×V is defined by (Hσ)u,v =
f(uσv). We say that a basis B = (U ,V) is complete
for the function f if the sub-block HB has full rank:
rank(HB) = rank(Hf ) and we call HB a complete sub-
block of Hf and HB′ a prefix-closure of HB. It turns
out that one can recover the WFA that realizes f via
the prefix-closure of a complete sub-block of Hf [2]
using the spectral learning algorithm of WFAs.
2.3.2 Spectral learning of WFAs
It can be shown that the rank of the Hankel matrix H
is upper bounded by the rank of f [3]. Moreover, given
a rank factorization of the Hankel matrix H = PS, it
is also true that Hσ = PAσS for each σ ∈ Σ. The
spectral learning algorithm relies on the non-trivial
observation that this construction can be reversed:
given any rank k factorization Hλ = PS, the WFA
A = 〈α>0 ,α∞, {Aσ}σ∈Σ〉 defined by
α>0 = Pλ,:, α∞ = S:,λ, and Aσ = P
+HσS+,
is a minimal WFA computing f [2, Lemma 4.1], where
Hσ for σ ∈ Σ ∪ λ denote the finite matrices defined
above for a prefix closed complete basis B. In practice,
we compute empirical estimates of the Hankel matrices
such that Hˆu,v = 1|D|
∑
i∈|D| Iuv(Di)yi, where D is a
dataset of trajectories, y is a vector of the outputs of
D, Iuv(Di) = 1 if uv = Di and zero otherwise.
In fact, the above algorithm can be readily used for
learning TPSRs. In PSRs terminology, the prefixes are
the histories while the suffixes are the tests and the
alphabet Σ is the set of all possible action observation
pairs, i.e. Σ = A × O. By simply replacing Hankel
matrix H by the system-dynamics matrix proposed
in [27], one will exactly fall back to TPSRs learning
algorithm [27, 6].
3 Planning with Unnormalized Q
Function
In this section, we will introduce our POMDP planning
method. The main idea of our algorithm is to directly
compute the optimal policy based on the estimation
of unnormalized Q function that is proportional to the
action value function. Moreover, the value of this func-
tion, given a past trajectory, can be computed via a
WFA and it is then straight-forward to use the clas-
sical spectral learning algorithm to recover this WFA.
Unlike traditional PSR methods, our approach takes
advantage of the reward information by integrating the
reward into the learned representations. In contrast,
classical PSRs based methods construct the representa-
tions solely with the environment dynamics, completely
ignoring the reward information. Consequently, our
method offers a more sample efficient representation
of the environment for planning under POMDPs. In
addition, our algorithm only needs to construct a WFA
and there is no other iterative planning method in-
volved. Therefore, compared to traditional methods to
plan with PSRs, our algorithm is more time efficient.
Finally, with the help of compressed sensing techniques,
we are able to scale our algorithm to complex domains.
3.1 Unnormalized Q function
The estimation of the action value function is of great
importance for planning under POMDP. Typically,
given a probabilistic sampling policy Π : A×Σ∗ → [0, 1],
where Σ = A×O, the action value function (Q function)
of a given trajectory h ∈ Σ∗ is defined by:
QΠ(h, a) = EΠ(rt + γrt+1 + · · ·+ γirt+i + · · · |ha)
where |h| = t and rt is the immediate rewards collected
at time step t.
Given a POMDP ψ = 〈T ,O, r,A,O,S,µ, γ〉, denote
the expected immediate reward collected after h by
R˜(h), which is defined as:
R˜(h) = Es∈S(rs|h) =
∑
s∈S
rsP(s|h)
The action value function can then be expanded to:
QΠ(h, a) = EΠ(rt + γrt+1 + · · ·+ γirt+i + · · · |ha)
=
∑
z∈Σ∗
∑
o∈O
γ|z|R˜(haoz)PΠ(haoz|ha)
=
∑
o∈O
∑
z∈Σ∗ γ
|z|R˜(haoz)PΠ(haoz)
PΠ(ha)
=
∑
o∈O
∑
z∈Σ∗ γ
|z|R˜(haoz)PΠ(haoz)/Π(a|h)
PΠ(h)
:=
Q˜Π(h, a)
PΠ(h)
where we will refer to the function Q˜Π(h, a) as the
unnormalized Q function(UQF). It is trivial to show
that given the same trajectory h:
Q˜Π(h, ·) ∝ QΠ(h, ·)
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Therefore, we have argmaxa∈AQΠ(h, a) =
argmaxa∈A Q˜
Π(h, a) and we can then plan according
to the UQF instead of QΠ.
3.2 A spectral learning algorithm for UQF
In this section, we will present our spectral learning
algorithm for UQF. First, we will show that the value
of a UQF given a past trajectory can be computed
via a WFA. Let us denote
∑
z∈Σ∗ γ
|z|R˜(hz)PΠ(hz) by
V˜ Π(h), we have:
Q˜Π(h, a) =
∑
o∈O V˜
Π(hao)
Π(a|h)
Assume the probabilistic sampling policy Π is given,
then we only need to compute the value of the function
V˜ Π(hao). As a special case, if Π is a random policy
that uniformly select the actions, we can replace the
term Π(a|h) by 1 without affecting the learned policy.
It turns out that the function V˜ Π can be computed by
a WFA. To show that this is true, we first introduce the
following lemma stating that the function R˜(h)PΠ(h)
can be computed by a WFA B:
Lemma 3.1. Given a POMDP ψ =
〈T ,O, r,A,O, S,µ, γ〉 of size k and a sampling
policy Π induced by Π ∈ [0, 1]S×A, there exists a WFA
B = 〈β, {Bσ}σ∈Σ, τ 〉 with k states that realizes the
function g(h) = R˜(h)PΠ(h), where Σ = A × O and
h ∈ Σ∗.
Proof. Let si denote the ith state and let
O˜ao = diag(Os1,a,o,Os2,a,o, · · · ,Osk,a,o),
M˜a = diag(Πs1,a,Πs2,a, · · · ,Πsk,a).
We can construct a WFA B = 〈β>, {Bσ}σ∈Σ, τ 〉 such
that: β> = µ>, Bσ = Bao = M˜aT :,a,:O˜ao, τ = r.
Then by construction, one can check that the WFA B
computes the function g, which also shows that the
rank of the function g is at most k.
In fact, we can show that the function V˜ Π can be com-
puted by another WFA A, and one can easily convert
B to A.
Theorem 3.2. Given a POMDP ψ of size k, a sam-
pling policy Π and a WFA B = 〈β>, {Bσ}σ∈Σ, τ 〉
realizing the function g : h 7→ R˜(h)PΠ(h) such that
the spectral radius ρ(γ
∑
σ∈Σ Bσ) < 1, the WFA
A = 〈β>, {Bσ}σ∈Σ, (I− γ
∑
σ∈Σ Bσ)
−1τ 〉 of size k re-
alizes the function V˜ Π(h) =
∑
z∈Σ∗ γ
|z|R˜(hz)PΠ(hz).
Proof. By definition of the function V˜ Π, we have:
V˜ Π(h) =
∑
z∈Σ∗
γ|z|R˜(hz)PΠ(hz)
=
∑
z∈Σ∗
γ|z|β>BhBzτ
= β>Bh(
∑
z∈Σ∗
γ|z|Bz)τ
= β>Bh(
∞∑
i=0
(γ
∑
σ∈Σ
Bσ)
i)τ
= β>Bh(I− γ
∑
σ∈Σ
Bσ)
−1τ
Here we applied Neumann identity:
∑∞
i=0 T
i = (I −
T)−1, which holds when ρ(T) < 1. Therefore, the WFA
A = 〈β>, {Bσ}σ∈Σ, (I− γ
∑
σ∈Σ Bσ)
−1τ 〉 realizes the
function V˜ Π.
Therefore, in order to compute the function Q˜Π, we
only need to learn a WFA that computes the function
g. Following the classical spectral learning algorithm,
we present our learning algorithm of POMDP planning
in Algorithm 1. In fact, it has been shown that the
spectral learning algorithm of WFAs is statistically
consistent [2]. Therefore our approximation of the
function Q˜Π is consistent with respect to sample sizes.
Algorithm 1: Spectral algorithm for UQF
input :A set of actions A, a set of observations O,
discount factor γ, a probabilistic sampling
policy Π, training trajectories D and their
immediate reward y, rank of the truncated
SVD k
Result: A new deterministic policy function
pinew : Σ∗ → A
1. For a prefix u and a suffix v, we estimate its value
in the Hankel matrix as
Hˆu,v =
∑|D|
i=0 Iuv(Di)yi/|D|, where |D| is the
cardinality of the training set D, Σ = A×O.
2. Perform truncated SVD of rank k on the
estimated Hankel matrix: Hˆ ' UDV>
3. Recover the WFA B = 〈β>, {Bσ}σ∈Σ, τ 〉
realizing the function g(h) = R˜(h)P(h):
β> = (UΛ)λ,:, τ = V>:,λ, Bσ = (UD)
+HˆσV
>
4. Convert the WFA B to A = 〈α>, {Aσ}σ∈Σ,ω〉,
which realizes the function V˜ Π, following
Theorem 3.2, we have α> = β>, Aσ = Bσ, and
ω = (I− γ∑σ∈Σ Bσ)−1τ .
5. Return A new deterministic policy function
pinew, such that given h ∈ Σ∗,
pinew(h) = argmaxa∈A
∑
o∈O α
>AhAaoω
Π(a|h)
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3.3 Scalable learning of UQF
Now we have established the spectral learning algo-
rithm for UQF. However, similar to the spectral learn-
ing algorithm for TPSRs, one can immediately observe
that both time and storage complexity are the bottle-
neck of this algorithm. For complex domains, in order
to obtain a complete sub-block of the Hankel matrix,
one will need large amount of prefixes and suffixes to
form a basis and the classical spectral learning will
become intractable.
By projecting matrices down to low-dimensional spaces
via randomly generated bases, matrix compressed sens-
ing has been widely applied in matrix compression field.
In fact, previous work have successfully applied matrix
sensing techniques to TPSRs [13] and developed an ef-
ficient online algorithm for learning TPSRs [12]. Here,
we adopt a similar approach.
Assume that we are given a set of prefixes U and suf-
fixes V and two independent random full-rank Johnson-
Lindenstrauss (JL) projection matrices ΦU ∈ RU×dU ,
and ΦV ∈ RV×dV , where dU and dV are the projec-
tion dimension for the prefixes and suffixes. In this
work, we use Gaussian projection matrices for ΦU and
ΦV , which contain i.i.d. entries from the distribution
N (0, 1/dU ) and N (0, 1/dV), respectively.
Let us now define two injective functions over prefixes
and suffixes: φU : U → RdU and φV : V → RdV , where
for all u ∈ U and v ∈ V, we have φ(u) = Φu,: and
φ(v) = Φv,:. The core step of our algorithm is to
obtain the compressed estimation of the Hankel matrix,
denoted by CˆU,V associated with the function R˜(h)P(h)
for all h ∈ Σ∗. Formally, we can obtain CˆU,V by:
CˆU,V = Φ>UHΦV
=
|D|∑
i=0
∑
u,v∈U×V
Iuv(Di)yi(φU (u)⊗ φV (v))
where D is the training dataset, containing all sam-
pled trajectories, y is the vector of immediate re-
wards. Then, after performing the truncated SVD
of CˆU,V ' UDV> of rank k, we can compute the
transition matrix for the WFA by:
Bσ = (UD)
+CˆUσVV
=
|D|∑
i=0
∑
u,v∈U×V
Iuσv(Di)yi[(UD)+φ(u)⊗V>φ(v)]
We present the complete method in Algorithm 2. In-
stead of iterative sweeping through dataset like most
planning methods do, one can build an UQF in just two
passes of data: one for building the compressed Hankel,
one for recovering the parameters. More precisely, let
L denote the maximum length of a trajectory in the
dataset D, then the time complexity of our algorithm
is O(L|D|) [12], and there is no extra planning time
needed. In contrast, fitted-Q algorithm alone requires
O(TL|D|log(L|D|)) only for the planning stage, where
T is the expected number of the fitted-Q iterations.
Therefore, in terms of time complexity, our algorithm
is linear to the number of trajectories, leading to a very
efficient algorithm.
Algorithm 2: Scalable spectral algorithm for UQF
input :A set of actions A, a set of observations O,
discount factor γ, a probabilistic sampling
policy Π, training trajectories D and their
immediate reward y ∈ R|D|, the rank of the
truncated SVD k, a set of prefixes U , a set of
suffixes V , mapping functions for both prefixes
and suffixes, φU , φV , and the corresponding
projection matrix ΦU
Result: A new deterministic policy function
pinew : Σ∗ → A
1. Compute the compressed estimation of Hankel
matrices:
cˆU =
∑|D|
i=0
∑
u∈U Iv(Di)yiφU (u)
CˆUV =
∑|D|
i=0
∑
u,v∈U×V Iuv(Di)yi(φU (u)⊗φV (v))
2. Perform truncated SVD on the estimated Hankel
matrix with rank k: CˆUV ' UDV>
3. Recover the WFA B = 〈β>, {Bσ}σ∈Σ, τ 〉
realizing the function g(h) = R˜(h)P(h):
β> = e>UD, τ = D−1U>cˆU
Bσ =
|D|∑
i=0
∑
u,v∈U×V
Iuσv(Di)yi[D−1U>φ(u)⊗V>φ(v)]
where e is a vector s.t. e>Φ>U = (1, 0, · · · , 0)>
4. Following Theorem 3.2, convert the WFA B to
A = 〈α>, {Aσ}σ∈Σ,ω〉.
5. Return A new deterministic policy function
pinew defined by
pinew(h) = argmaxa∈A
∑
o∈O α
>AhAaoω
Π(a|h)
3.4 Policy iteration
Policy iteration has been widely applied in both MDP
and POMDP settings [5, 30], and have shown benefits
from both empirical and theoretical perspectives [5].
It is very natural to apply policy iteration to our al-
gorithm, since we directly learn a policy from data.
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Figure 1: Experiments on three grid world tasks. The plots show the accumulated discounted rewards (returns)
over 1,000 test episodes of length 100. The discount factor for computing returns is set to 0.99
The policy iteration algorithm is listed in Algorithm 3.
Note that for re-sampling, we convert our learned de-
terministic policy to a probabilistic one in an -greedy
fashion.
Algorithm 3: Policy iteration for UQF
input :An initial deterministic policy pi, -greedy
factor , a decay rate for -greedy η > 1,
number of policy iterations n, number of
trajectories N
Result: The final policy function pifin : Σ∗ → A
1. Convert the deterministic policy pi to a
probabilistic policy Π in an -greedy fashion: at
each step, with probability 1−  select the
optimal action according to pi, with probability 
select a random action.∗
2. Sample N trajectories based on policy Π
3. Execute Algorithm 1 or Algorithm 2 and obtain
the corresponding new policy pinew.
4. pinew → pi, /η → 
5. Repeat all the above for n times.
6. Return The final policy function pifin = pinew
4 Experiments
To assess the performance of our method, we con-
ducted experiments on two domains: a toy grid world
∗Note for the first iteration, one can set  = 1, resulting
in a pure random sampling policy.
environment and the S-Pocman game [12]. We use
TPSR/CPSR + fitted-Q as our baseline method. Our
experiments have shown that indeed, in terms of sam-
ple complexity and time complexity, we outperm the
classical two-stage algorithms.
4.1 Grid world experiment
The first benchmark for our method is the simple grid
world environment shown in Fig. 1. The agent starts in
the tile labeled S and must reach the green goal state.
At each time step, the agent can only perceive the
number of surrounding walls and proceeds to execute
one of the four actions: go up, down, left or right. To
make the environment stochastic, with probability 0.2,
the execution of the action will fail, resulting instead in
a random action at the current time step. The reward
function in this navigation task is sparse: the agent
receives no reward until it reaches the termination state.
We ran three variants of the aforementioned grid world,
each corresponding to a different starting state. As one
can imagine, the further away the goal state is from
the starting state, the harder the task becomes.
We used a random policy to generate training data,
which consisted of trajectories of length up to 100. To
evaluate the policy learned by the different algorithms,
we let the agent execute the learned policy for 1,000
episodes and computed the average accumulated dis-
counted rewards, with discount factor being 0.99. The
maximum length for test episodes was also set to 100.
Hyperparameters were selected using cross-validation
(i.e. the number of rows and columns in the Hankel
matrices, the rank for SVD and γ). As a baseline, we
use the classical TPSRs and CPSRs as the learning
method for the environment, and fitted-Q algorithm
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Figure 2: S-PocMan domain
as the planning algorithm. We also performed a hyper-
parameter search for the baseline methods using cross
validation. In addition, we report the rewards collected
by a random policy as well as the optimal policy for
comparison.
Results on this toy domain (see Figure 1) high-
light the sample and time efficiency achieved by our
method. Indeed, our algorithm outperforms the clas-
sical CPSR+fitted-Q method in all three domains,
notably achieving better performance in small data
regime, showing significant sample efficiency. Further-
more, it is clear that our algorithm reaches consistently
to the optimal policy as sample size increases. In addi-
tion, our methods are much faster than other compared
methods. For example, for the experiment with 800
samples, to achieve similar results, our method is ap-
proximately 100 times faster compared to CPSR+fitted-
Q.
4.2 S-PocMan domain
For the second experiment, we show the results on the
S-PocMan environment [12]. The partially observable
version of the classical game Pacman was first intro-
duced by Silver and Veness [26] and is referred to as
PocMan. In this domain, the agent needs to navigate
through a grid world to collect food and avoid being
captured by the ghosts. It is an extremely large par-
tially observable domain with 1056 states [32]. However,
Hamilton et al. showed that if one were to treat the
partially observable environment as if it was fully ob-
servable, a simple memoryless controller can perform
extremely well under this set-up, due to extensive re-
ward information [12]. Hence, they proposed a harder
version of PocMan, called S-PocMan. In this new do-
main, they drop the parts of the observation vector
that allow the agent to sense the direction of the food
and greatly sparsify the amount of food in the grid
world, therefore making the environment more par-
tially observable. In this experiment, we only used the
combination CPSR+fitted Q for our baseline algorithm,
as TPSR can not scale to the large size of this envi-
ronment. Similarly to the grid world experiment, we
select the best hyperparameters through cross valida-
Table 1: Training time for one policy iteration and
averaged accumulated discounted rewards on S-PocMan
trained on 500 trajectories.
Method
Fitted-Q
Iterations Time (s) Returns
UQF - 2 -92
400 489 -101CPSR
100 116 -109
50 60 -150
10 15 -200
tion. The discount factor for computing returns was set
to be 0.99999 in all runs. Table 1 shows the run-time
and average return for both our algorithm and the base-
line method. One can see that UQF achieves better
performance compared to CPSR+fitted-Q. Moreover,
UQF exhibits significant reduction in running time:
about 200 times faster than CPSR+fitted-Q. Note that
building CPSR takes similar amount of time to our
method, however, the extra iterative fitted-Q planning
algorithm takes considerably more time to converge, as
our analysis showed in section 3.3.
5 Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a novel learning and plan-
ning algorithm for partially observable environments.
The main idea of our algorithm relies on the estima-
tion of the unnormalized Q function with the spectral
learning algorithm. Theoretically, we show that in
POMDP, UQF can be computed via a WFA and con-
sequently can be provably learned from data using the
spectral learning algorithm for WFAs. Moreover, UQF
combines the learning and planning phases of reinforce-
ment learning together, and learns the corresponding
policy in one step. Therefore, our method is more sam-
ple efficient and time efficient compared to traditional
POMDP planning algorithms. This is further shown
in the experiments on the grid world and S-PocMan
environments.
Future work include exploring some theoretic properties
of this planning approach. For example, a first step
would be to obtain convergence guarantees for policy
iteration based on the UQF spectral learning algorithm.
In addition, our approach could be extended to the
multitask setting by leveraging the multi-task learning
framework for WFAs proposed in [23]. Readily, since
we combine the environment dynamics and reward
information together, our approach should be able to
deal with partially shared environment and reward
structure, leading to a potentially flexible multi-task
RL framework.
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